Objective: To assess the willingness to pay (WTP) for eight new treatments from a life-long perspective. Methods: A contingent valuation with virtual examples and dichotomous choice questions is circulated to Finnish clinicians (N 146) and politicians (N 73). Costs and utilities (15D, EQ-5D) are obtained from Finnish sources, and the health care payer perspective is assumed. Health benefits are measured using life-years gained (LYG) and quality-adjusted life-years (QALY) gained, and 3% and 0% annual discounting is done. The results are presented as different WTP thresholds (incremental and aggregate cost-effectiveness ratios, and incremental investments, II). Heterogeneity is handled using conditional (Hurdle) modeling. Results: In 1,092 decisions, the mean discounted (undiscounted) incremental WTP/QALY gained is €102,616 (€78,686) and €94,770 (€77,856) measured with 15D and EQ-5D, respectively. The mean discounted (undiscounted) incremental WTP/LYG is €66,277 (€58,160). The highest incremental WTPs are reported for cancer (€205,994-250,509/QALY gained) and lowest for metabolic disease (€23,492-43,398/QALY gained) treatment. The discounted (undiscounted) IIs to health care are €83,886 (€85,398) Euros; metabolic presenting the highest (€199,499-213,808) and coronary heart disease treatment (€36,124-36,736) the lowest value for the lifetime of the patient. WTP is dependent upon disease/treatment, patient's age, time preference, health benefit type and discounting. Minor differences between clinicians and politicians are observed. Conclusion: WTP vary for different diseases and is not explained by incremental costs. Thus, a single WTP for all treatments/diseases hypothesis do not gain empirical support -WTP is better explained by treatment and patient/disease characteristics. Cost-effectiveness and II have a trade-off, which encourages studies including both efficiency and affordability.
INTRODUCTION
The implementation limitations for new treatments in health care have centered on cost saving strategies. The reasons are obvious: costs are rising and resources are becoming more limited, resulting in decision situations where evidence of treatment efficiency and affordability is needed. However, a question remains: what is the willingness to pay (WTP) for an efficient or affordable treatment?
Treatment selection and targeting are addressed with cost-effectiveness (CEA, value for money, investment turnover, "efficiency") and budget impact (BIA, money for value, investment impact on budget, "affordability") analysis. CEA and BIA should use the decision maker's perspective in the correct time window. Typically, BIA handles net budget changes in monetary terms through the cost and health impacts during a limited time horizon of 1-5 years.
When performing BIAs, there is a need to estimate the budget. Obviously, the settlement of the budget is also a question of justice and equity.
On the other hand, CEAs characterize the marginal value of treatments in the form of additional cost per additional unit of health benefit gained or saved during a with-in trial, restricted time-frame or life-long perspective. WTP means, for example, the acceptable cost for benefit that can be considered a decision maker's WTP for the health benefit gained (welfarism) or a decision maker's shadow budget (extra-welfarism) [1] [2] [3] . WTP has been the subject of wide theoretical discussion [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] .
The current study focuses on acceptable CEA and BIA thresholds through the WTP for various health gains and on incremental investment (II, "willingness to budget") per patient for health care in a lifelong scenario. For CEA, health benefits are measured in different units including life-years gained (LYG) and quality-adjusted life-years (QALY) gained. The outcome presentation methods of CEA also include aggregate cost-effectiveness ratio (SCER) to sum up the average WTP and incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER) for the comparison of mutually dependent options.
The basic tool in the modern assessment of CEA is ICER:
where C stands for average costs and E for average health benefits (subscripts indicate treatment). A treatment in which ICER is at or falls below the incremental WTP (λ) for the health benefit gained indicated as a threshold or ceiling ratio [8] [9] [10] [11] is cost-effective -i.e., for efficient treatment ICER<λ.
In the case of perfect divisibility and constant returns of scale, ICER results in efficiency [12, 13] if WTP is the shadow price for budget constraint or the marginal opportunity cost of resources [14] . ICER is a ratio that has a problematic distribution. Thus, it should be handled in a stochastic or probabilistic form [15] .
In addition, the difference in average cost-effectiveness ratios (CER) is not the same as ICER [16, 17] :
If CERs are estimated without budget constraints [18] , they have only descriptive value. CER can be used for the comparison of mutually independent options, but not in the comparison of mutually dependent treatment options. That is, in comparative decision situations CER compares the treatments to unrealistic "do nothing" situations [15, 16, 19] , which results in the lowest cost per health benefit (i.e., a form of cost-minimization analysis). In simple terms, the comparator of the CER analysis tends to be "instant death" with zero costs and effectiveness, i.e.: is true only when C 0 =0 and E 0 =0. Thus, there are probably only two special cases when CER=ICER: if the comparator has zero costs and effectiveness or CER for all compared treatments is equivalent.
CER
The probability of cost-effectiveness [20] or highest expected net monetary benefit (NMB [21] ) conditional to WTP can have an impact on the decision: if only two treatments are compared, typically a higher probability is expected for the given WTP (i.e., >50%, which also means that the treatment is potentially cost-effective); if more than two treatments are compared, a lower than 50% probability may be accepted [22] . In addition to the number of treatments compared, the goodness of the data and the value of information (VOI [20] ) are likely to impact the decision making. Since ICER and the highest VOI correspond to the change of optimal treatment in the cost-effectiveness acceptability frontier (CEAF [20, 23] ) in the comparison of two treatments, neither CEAF nor VOI curves were presented here.
The questions asked are:
What is the level of WTP (in Euros) for different diseases and treatments measured using different health units and as an incremental investment?
2.
What has an impact on the level of WTP for different diseases and treatments (e.g. respondent, patient characteristics and different outcome presentation methods) -i.e., could a single WTP for all treatments hypothesis gain empirical support?
MATERIALS AND METHODOLOGY
Perfect competitive markets do not exist in health care and the real prices for benefits cannot be directly observed as consumer behavior. On the other hand, health markets have a so-called principal agent structure, which means that the agents (e.g. politicians making macro-level allocations and clinicians making micro-level care decisions; here henceforth agents) can be the "true" decision makers with a considerable impact on the principal (the patient).
Contingent Valuation and Dichotomous Choice Methods
In the present study, the missing markets are simulated using contingent valuation (CV), which has performed well [24] . Through hypothetical survey questions, the CV aims to establish an agent's WTP for health benefits that do not have a market price. Stated -not revealed -preferences [25] are used in the CV. In this way, the maximum average WTP corresponds to the maximum amount of money for indifference. In the CV, each treatment is a bundle of potential attributes, each responder has a set of unique relative utility weights for the attributes and attribute levels, and the process of combining the utilities for different attributes provides overall relative utility [26] .
The study is influenced by Louviere et al. [27] . Thus the CV is started by building eight vignettes presenting new futuristic treatments with varied outcomes: stem cell treatment for dementia (dementia), a medication for the addiction of illegal drugs (addiction), a new cancer medication (cancer), a genetic therapy for coronary heart disease (CHD), a medication for serious neurological disease (neurologic), a treatment for a serious congenital metabolic disease (metabolic), the treatment of diabetes by implantation of insulinproducing cells (DM), and the treatment of traumatic paraplegia by an electronic advice giving artificial nerve impulses (paraplegia).
A discrete choice approach is used in the CV: the attribute levels were assumed to determine the value of alternative [28] and the agents either accepted or rejected the futuristic scenario contingent to the current treatment. Thus, every vignette contains two possible treatments: a new, futuristic treatment and a more conservative alternative, which is targeted to present the most common treatment currently in use. This approach is called as the dichotomous choice (DC) analysis, which mimics true consumer decisions. The DCs used here are probably not as prone to problems presented in the bounded rationality [29] and prospect [30] theories as the conventional CVs or multiple discrete choices. These problems include starting point bias [4, 31] , a typical phenomenon with open-ended questions [32] .
The vignettes contain information about the patients' age, gender, health before (fixed inputs) and after the treatment, and marginal costs (stochastic inputs). A cognitively simple illustration of excepted average effectiveness in terms of lifetime for both alternatives and marginal costs are included in the vignettes. Some assumptions (homogenous treatments [28] , perfect divisibility and deterministic behavior) are relaxed by using somewhat heterogeneous future treatments, by dealing with an infinite and mutually exclusive set of alternatives, and by using random utility [33, 34] : the respondents are assumed to implicitly attach utilities for the outcomes and to have perfect discrimination capacity.
Analysis Sample and Perspective
A set of five vignettes is randomly chosen for the questionnaires and sent as a postal questionnaire with a cover letter to a random sample of 200 physicians of working age (derived from the registers of the Finnish Medical Association) and 218 politicians on the executive boards of 20 Finnish health districts (the health districts were asked to give their names). In Finland, health districts are owned by municipal governments and are responsible for the secondary and tertiary care. The districts have a politically elected executive board. Altogether, 418 questionnaires are sent (a total of 2,090 vignettes). The questions about the respondent's age, gender, working environment or socio-economic status are excluded in order to get high response rates.
In line with the sampling, a health care payer perspective excluding productivity losses and value added tax is assumed. Discounting is done using the officially recommended annual rates of 0% and 3%.
Analysis Inputs
For the analysis, the inputs for the current life-time treatment costs are estimated from the national Finnish unit cost list from the year 2006 [35] . These costs are case-mix adjusted, and present the average cost of various treatment units in Finland. The marginal costs for the futuristic treatments are taken as stated in the questionnaires ( Table 1) .
The effectiveness inputs in terms of life expectancy are taken as stated in the questionnaires. Expected lifetime is converted to quality-adjusted life-years (QALY) by attaching the age-, gender-and disease adjusted quality of life (QoL) values to the individual vignettes and by extrapolating these to the remaining lifetime. Among the patient reported outcome (PRO) measures, QALYs gained are seen as the primary outcome in the assessments made by the National Centre for Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE) in the United Kingdom [36] [37] [38] as well as in Australia, China, Sweden and the United States, and in the estimation of WTP [37] . QoL values are obtained from the Health 2000 study during which both EQ-5D [39] and 15D [40] generic QoL values has been collected from the same patients ( [41] Table 1 ).
Analysis Outcomes
The primary outcome of the analysis is measured as WTP for incremental cost (IC) per incremental QALY gained (ICUR). The secondary outcomes are WTPs measured as IC per incremental LYG (ICER), aggregate outcomes measured as sum cost per sum QALY (SCUR) and sum cost per sum life-years (SCER), and incremental and average outcomes per patient. In addition, budget impacts as incremental investments (II, willingness to budget) per life or patient are derived based on the lifetime cost difference between the treatment options, ceteris paribus.
Incremental QALYs gained, LYGs and ICs are estimated only when the futuristic option is accepted by the agent. Meanwhile, the aggregate cost-effectiveness (based on regression-adjusted average per-patient QALYs, LYGs and costs) are defined for the whole population based on the choice the agent makes:
where Cj is the cost of the jth decision and Ej is the health benefit of the jth decision. The per patient total costs and other per patient total outcomes for the regression model adjustment, SCURs and SCERs are estimated based on the choice the agent makes: the costs and other outcomes are estimated as for conventional scenario for the agents who did not approve the futuristic scenario for particular disease, and the costs and other outcomes related to futuristic scenario for the agents who approved the futuristic scenario for particular disease. These aggregate measures (SCUR, SCER) can show the average outcome of what the agents choose based on the whole population (in comparison, for example, the incremental outcomes apply only for those cases investing in the futuristic treatment).
Statistical Methods
The analysis is carried out using Stata 10 statistical software. The incremental outcomes are adjusted against heterogeneity using the conditional Hurdle-type regression [42, 43] , which reflects a two-stage decision-making process with an appealing interpretation [44] :
Logistic regression models (logit) are used to estimate the probability of agents dichotomously (yes or no) accepting the futuristic treatment. The models are adjusted for the potential differences in treatment groups between the clinicians and the politicians, and also reveal the potential differences between the acceptance in different treatment groups and between different agent groups.
2.
The ordinary least squares (OLS without or with lntransformation (ln OLS, semi logarithmic OLS) for the dependent variable; conversion to unbiased means Duan smoothing [45] ) or generalized linear models (GLM with log link function and gamma distribution) are used for the outcomes. The models are adjusted for potential differences in outcomes between the clinicians and the politicians.
3.
The adjusted expected incremental outcome is obtained at the data level by weighting the outcome 2) with the probability of acceptance 1).
The fitness of the first and second stage models are assessed with coefficient of determination (R 2 , the proportion of variability that is accounted for in OLS), log likelihood (LL), Akaike (AIC) and Bayesian (BIC) information criteria [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] . Of these, AIC and BIC are measures of relative goodness of fit: they penalize over fitting and help in determining between the bias and variance trade-off. For average per patient outcomes, only the second stage 2) is done.
RESULTS
Of the questionnaires sent, 219 (52.4%) are returned properly filled out and are included in the analysis. Of these, 146 are from physicians and 73 are from politicians, with the respective valid response rates of 73.0% and 33.5%. Altogether, 1,092 vignettes (52.2% of those sent) are analyzed.
Acceptance Probabilities
In the unadjusted total data, 43.5% of the physicians and 47.1% of the politicians prefer the new treatment over the present treatment. The difference between the groups is not statistically significant (acceptance difference 3.6%, odds ratio [OR] 0.87, p=0.271; Table 2 , Logit1). Among the diseases, only addiction (p=0.003) treatment reveals statistically significant and CHD treatment suggestive (p=0.072) differences between physicians and politicians; the politicians favor the futuristic treatment more than the physicians (unadjusted data) in both.
The Table 2 presents the logit models for futuristic treatment acceptance (yes or no) in detail (in order to avoid dummy variable trap, CHD and politician are reference groups against which the ORs and p values of particular variable can be interpreted). The treatment and the patient's age (Logit3, 0.97 odds for accepting treatment with one year increase in age -i.e., treating of younger persons is preferred) at the baseline have an impact on the decision. Based on the adjusted results, the politicians favor futuristic treatments more than the physicians -however, the difference remains insignificant. When the results are adjusted for heterogeneity in treatments (Logit2) or patient's baseline age (Logit3) between the responder groups, the statistical significance becomes suggestive (OR=0.76 and 0.78; p=0.058 and 0.070 respectively) between the clinicians and the politicians.
Treatment, time preference and patient's age are correlated and could not be used in the same logit model -thus we present five models in the Table 2 . Time preference has a statistically significant impact (OR 1.41, p<0.0001) on the results: the agents are more likely (1.4 odds in comparison to high present ICER) to accept treatments that have low present ICER (i.e., ICER that are affected by discounting more than the average in the data). The incremental costs have insignificant and indifferent effect on the decision which indicates that the decision is not driven by the explicitly stated incremental costs.
The model adjusting for heterogeneity in treatments (Logit2) has the best fit to the data and is (clinically and statistically) the most relevant basis for the Hurdle-type model for the ICUR, ICER and II outcomes. Based on the significant or suggestively significant variables in the Logit2 model, the clinicians are less likely to accept (odds 0.76 in comparison to the politicians) the futuristic treatment. The futuristic treatment for dementia (odds 0.59) and cancer (odds 0.55) are less accepted, and the futuristic treatment for addiction (odds 2.53), DM (odds 9.04) and paraplegia (odds 9.69) are more accepted; all the odds in comparison to the CHD.
Incremental and Average Per Patient Costs and Benefits
According to the cost models in Table 3 (politician deciding on CHD is the reference group, constant), there are statistically significant differences in the level of mean total per patient costs but not in the level of marginal costs the agents are willing to accept. The clinicians accept statistically significantly lower mean costs than the politicians. Accordingly, the politicians accept higher incremental costs than the clinicians. In all cost outcomes, ln OLS has the best fit to the data and is used in the Hurdle model. Table 4 (politician deciding on CHD is the reference group, constant) reveals that there are no statistically significant differences in the benefits the agents accept. The = coefficient of determination. LL = Log likelihood. AIC = Akaike information criteria. BIC = Baysian (Swartz) information criteria. DM = Diabetes mellitus. CHD = Coronary heart disease. 3% = discounting with 3% per annum. 0% = not discounted.
# Politician deciding on CHD is the reference group. *** p value<0.001, ** p value<0.010, * p value<0.050. OLS ln models were used to adjust the lifetime costs in the Hurdle model. clinicians accept lower mean total per patient benefits and higher incremental benefits than the politicians.
Willingness to Pay
According to the adjusted WTP results presented in Table 5 for all respondents, the discounted (undiscounted) incremental WTPs per QALY gained are €102,616 (€78,686) and €94,770 (€77,856) valued with 15D and EQ-5D respectively. The respective aggregate WTPs per QALY are €16,062 (€15,843) and €17,277 (€17,045). The discounted (undiscounted) incremental WTP per LYG is €66,277 (€58,160) and the aggregate WTP per LY is €13,847 (€13,679). On an aggregate level, this means that the agents are willing to invest some €13,700 for a year of treatment (value of life-year from health care payer perspective) or at least €15,900 for treatment resulting in one QALY.
Incremental outcomes (ICUR, ICER) are more sensitive to discounting compared to aggregate outcomes (SCUR, SCER). On average, the undiscounted WTPs are lower than the discounted WTPs due to the fact that a significant part of the disease/treatment related costs occur (peak) early meanwhile effectiveness occurs over time (for most scenarios). This explains why incremental outcomes are more sensitive to the discounting. The discounting of costs and outcomes is rarely accounted for in a WTP study. However, this phenomenon of lower undiscounted ICURs or ICERs in comparison to the discounted ICURs or ICERs is commonly observed in cost-effectiveness analyses. (Table  5) . When measuring aggregate outcomes, the highest aggregate WTP per QALY (SCUR) and per LY (SCER) are also reported for cancer (€77,329-79,516 per QALY; €62,781-65,306 per LY), but the lowest values are reported for treatment of diabetes (€825-2,024 per QALY; €753-1,776 per LY). On an aggregate level, this means that the agents are willing to invest some €1,200-64,000 for a year of treatment depending on the disease or treatment, or €1,400-78,000 for treatment resulting in a year of perfect QoL or one QALY depending on the disease or treatment.
Generally, the adjusted WTP results are comparable between clinicians and politicians ( Table 5 ). The politicians are willing to pay more for treatments of CHD, dement, cancer, addiction, DM and paraplegia, and less for neurologic and metabolic treatments than the clinicians. However, there seemed to be some differences in outcomes when different QoL tools are used. The most evident differences are observed for treatments of paraplegia and DM -approximately two times higher WTP per QALY gained is estimated for 15D than for EQ-5D. This indicates that higher ICUR values can be accepted for 15D-based results compared to EQ-5D-based results in the cost-effectiveness analyses of DM or paraplegia treatments, and lower ICUR values can be accepted for 15D-based results compared to EQ-5D-based results in the cost-effectiveness analyses of CHD, dementia, addiction, cancer, neurologic or metabolic disease treatments.
Affordability results given as II to health care are given in Table 5 
DISCUSSION
This CV with DC questions on eight new treatments carried out for Finnish clinicians and politicians reveals that the agents attach different levels of WTP to different treatments. The differences are considerable, ranging from the metabolic treatment at €24,000-43,000 per QALY gained to the cancer treatment with €206,000-251,000 per QALY gained depending, for example, on the discounting, agent and QoL tool. The incremental WTP based on the whole data ranges from €78,000 to 103,000 per QALY gained depending on the discounting and QoL tool.
Quite a few monetary threshold values have been set for QALY and sometimes it is hard to comprehend from the guidelines whether this threshold is, for example, defined for ICER or CER, and whether this threshold is absolute limit or maximum mean WTP -a general €50,000 per QALY based on the dialysis argument, a £20,000-30,000 per QALY gained suggested by the National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE), €80,000 per QALY proposed in the Netherlands and two times gross domestic product (GDP) per person per year. The total result of this study is in line with the threshold the Netherlands has set and close to 2xGDP (some €70,000 in Finland). However, based on this study a fixed setting of cost per QALY threshold is questionable, at least as a single WTP for all diseases and treatments.
Setting an exact limit in a monopoly industrial environment would also lead to a situation where every new treatment would be priced to be just on the threshold level. There is no reason why dialysis has been set as a comparator of other treatments and, as is demonstrated here, different patient groups can justify different cost per QALY gained limits. For example, if the patient is a child, the fair innings SCER = aggregate cost-effectiveness ratio. ICER = incremental cost-effectiveness ratio. SCUR = aggregate cost-utility ratio. ICUR = incremental cost-utility ratio. 3% = discounting of costs and effects with 3%. 0% = costs and effects were not discounted. II = incremental investment. DM = Diabetes mellitus. CHD = Coronary heart disease.
principle would make higher cost per QALY gained values acceptable, which is supported by this study. The acceptance of expensive treatments may also be easier if the disease is rare and only a few patients need the treatment. The questionnaire used in this study lacked information about the prevalence of disease and we could not directly assess the impact of disease rarity. The WTPs in different patient groups, however, could indicate that such a dependency is not implicit or a strong one. However, the present study supports the general idea that the severity of the disease can have an impact on the decision. Accordingly, it would be important to evaluate these potential dependencies in future research.
However, dependencies between WTP and the patient's age at baseline, time preference, QoL tool and the manner in which the results are estimated are found. The level of WTP changes when patients have different ages or when discounting, different health units, different QoL tools or different outcome presentation methods are used. Generally, incremental outcomes presented higher WTPs than aggregate outcomes. Also, the ICURs are higher than the correspondent ICERs and, generally, the undiscounted WTPs are lower compared to the discounted WTPs. This is reasonable as the benefit side in ICUR includes qualitative dimensions, whereas the benefit side in ICER presents mere quantities, and a significant part of the treatment related costs occur early meanwhile effectiveness for the most scenarios occurs over time.
Generally, an ICER approach should be preferred over CER. Actually, a CER type of analysis should result in a cost-consequence analysis in comparison with mutually independent treatments or in an aggregate description of health economic data, as was done in the present study in terms of SCURs and SCER. Incremental outcomes (ICUR, ICER) can be considerably higher than aggregate outcomes (SCUR, SCER) or CERs, especially if the disease and its treatment have a long duration.
In this study, the incremental costs have an insignificant and indifferent effect on the decision the agents make. The WTPs attached to benefits by clinicians and politicians are nearly identical: only the acceptance rate for additional futuristic treatment is significantly higher among the politicians. The QoL tool has a much more significant impact on the results: in paraplegia and DM approximately two times higher accepted maximum WTP per QALY gained is estimated by the 15D than by the EQ-5D. The utility data used for QALY estimation with EQ-5D and 15D come from the same nationwide population, which makes the comparison between EQ-5D-and 15D-based WTPs relatively valid. More effort should be allocated to studying the differences and validity of QoL measurement tools in different patient populations.
Accepted IIs per life (affordability) range from €36,000 to 202,000 depends on the discounting, treatment and agent. On average, the agents are willing to invest an additional €83,886 per patient in health care for the treatment of a disease, which, naturally, may be an over-exaggeration due to our somewhat rare and severe disease mix. For example, for CHD, lifetime II is some €36,000. This corresponds to recent cost estimations among the Finnish CHD population [21] . However, there seems to be a trade-off between affordability and efficiency -if ICER was low, II was high, and vice versa. Thus future research should study this potential trade-off in more detail. The time preference and its relationship to WTP and affordability would also make an excellent study topic.
Previous CV and, especially, DC studies are limited in number. Typically, just one patient group has been included in the CVs. Bradford et al. [50] has compared the WTP estimates for a new telemedicine technology in two populations: patients who are treated for chronic heart failure (CHF) and patients who are treated for hypertension. The analysis indicates a negative relationship between price and the likelihood of purchase, and patients with CHF are less responsive to price changes than those with hypertension [50] . In this study, the incremental cost and acceptance have a very weak non-significant inverse association. As is also observed in the present CV, this former result supports the severity of disease argument related to WTP.
Only a few health care WTP assessments have taken place in Finland. The present study is the first to sample the WTP of Finnish clinicians and politicians, and the present study also includes a variety of treatments and outcomes. An unpublished study directed at 1,000 Finnish clinicians has resulted in a WTP of €66,000 per QALY, but the result is based on a low 22% response rate to the WTP question In an earlier Finnish study [51] concerning the attitudes to cuts in expenditure and increased fees in health care, all groups that have been included indicated the greatest willingness to cut expenditure on health education, occupational health services, hygiene inspection, substance abuse care, rehabilitation services for war veterans, and family planning. All of the groups are least willing to make cuts in home care for disabled and elderly people, maternity services and clinics for under-fives. Primary health care and prevention of diseases for small children, mothers, the elderly and disabled people, are prioritized by all of the groups [51] . The present study is in line with these earlier results.
Result Usability and Study Limitations
Preferences are stated in our study. The main reasons for using stated preferences is the assessment of hypothetical future treatment (i.e., revealed preferences are impossible to derive), the principal agent relationship, the asymmetric information and respective uncertainty between the principal and agent, and the design, which is targeted to enable direct estimation of the outcomes. DCs also enable the collection of high-quality data at low cost, allow characterization of the value of different attributes, define and describe the limits of the utility function, and the utility function values different characteristics of treatment differently and derive the WTP indirectly.
Even after the Hurdle-type regression adjustment, some over or under-sensitivity to the questions may have remained in the data because the data do not include information about the respondent's age, gender, working environment or socioeconomic status. These background questions have been excluded in order to get moderate to good response rates, which are accomplished. However, the coefficients of determination are high, the RESET test do not indicate missing values, and the link tests indicate proper function specifications for the regression models used in the estimation, all of which indicate the sufficiency of the data for the modeling purpose. The stated marginal costs do not have a significant impact on the results, and the mean costs but not the marginal costs that the agents were willing to accept are different. Thus it is likely that factors other than mere cost have an impact on the WTP decisions.
The main theoretical problems with the WTP approach used in this study are related to the fact that it may be impossible to predetermine the maximum WTP per health benefit gained, because the information related to ICERs can be incomplete [52, 53] and imperfect. Also, a dynamic WTP means that when a new treatment with a lower ICER compared to previous treatments is taken to use, the WTP is also likely to change to a lower level [54] and vice versa. Professor Allan Williams [55] has stated the problem: must the decision maker make an internal assessment of the WTP per health benefit gained and adjust the budget accordingly?
Considering the usability of the results, Brouwer et al. [56] have provide an application of benefits transfer, which focuses on the transfer of CV WTP estimates and associated value functions for reducing the health risks associated with solar ultraviolet exposure. They have showed that when transferring between similar contexts, simple mean-value transfers outperform more complex value function transfers [56] . In addition to the use of hypothetical future scenarios (i.e., the marginal costs are not local), this would suggest that the incremental results of this analysis may be directly transferable to similar contexts. The transferability of results based on a WTP or cost-effectiveness study can be further improved with the purchase power adjustment of results using, for example, the official purchasing power parities.
However, based on recent research, the cost-effectiveness of, for example, newer pharmaceuticals can be significantly distorted by the computational pharmaceutical pricing scheme (PPS) which determines retail prices based on wholesale prices [57] . Various PPSs may decrease the potential for direct extrapolation of the WTP results from one setting to another. In addition, the differences between median outcomes (used for, for example, censored data analysis in some trials) and mean or average outcomes should be noted when interpreting the WTP results presented here. All values presented in this analysis are means or averages and should not be mixed with medians. In the cost-effectiveness analyses of, for example, cancer [58] , the estimation and use of mean (the expected value of distribution) can make difference compared to the simple use of median.
When interpreting these results, it must be noted that the clinicians and the politicians are not facing any explicit budget constraints in the study -the budget constraints are assumed to be their own shadow prices -and the obtained WTPs may be somewhat exaggerated. In contrast, these results are of real importance in revealing that different diseases or treatments are likely to have very different social values that agents relate to them, and a single WTP threshold may not have empiric support. In the future, a larger scale analysis with dozens of diseases/treatments would be needed to assess the social value of the diseases/treatments.
CONCLUSION
Two approaches are needed when budgets are adjusted. A cost-effectiveness analysis allows evaluation of "efficiency" and a budget impact analysis evaluates "affordability". According to this study, there are only some minor differences in WTP between clinicians and politicians, but efficiency and affordability can have a trade-off.
WTP is significantly dependent on patient characteristics (disease and age), treatment, time preference, benefits measure and discounting, but is not significantly related to incremental costs. Thus, based on this study, the hypothesis of a single WTP for all treatments or diseases does not gain empirical support.
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